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POSITIVE

When it comes to dealing with
uncertainty and chaos, staying
positive is key. ANGELA HEISE
lets us know how.
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This is a time so full of uncertainty that
in hindsight the unpredictability of preCOVID life seems oddly manageable.
How do you make sunshine when you
can no longer rely on familiar ways in
which to act and interact, when the fundamentals of life and work are being redefined? How do you maintain a positive
attitude when it is hard to scrape up a
single, as I prefer to call them, pleasant
emotion? (After all, negative emotions always have a positive intent, they just feel
unpleasant.)
First, it may help to know that emotions generally only last for 90 seconds
before they subside. They are like ocean
waves, crashing onto the shore and then
ebbing away. Breathe and allow yourself
to feel the anger, frustration, disappointment, sadness, or helplessness without
judgment. Accept that these emotions
simply want to alert you to the fact that
one of your needs isn’t being met.
Create some predictability: Make
plans for something you can look forward to, like connecting with a friend. Or
set a small goal you can achieve quickly,
such as ticking an item off your daily
to-do list. Celebrate with a ‘yay’ and remember to raise your arms in the victory
pose so your brain can create the reward
chemical, dopamine.

When you connect with a friend,
make sure you don’t intensify negativity
by sharing everything that is currently
not working. Make an agreement that
only one of you gets to have a vent or
PLOM (Poor Little Old Me) while the
other person listens with empathy. Announce your intention right at the start
of the conversation. When one of you
has permission to share the single most
important thing that is toughest to deal
with, you will find that the overall load
lightens considerably. You reduce the risk
of spiralling into even more drama that
occurs when you both compare how bad
things are. Constructive sharing is crucial in times like these.
On that note, you may want to consider reducing your exposure to news and
social media. It’s easy to be affected when
thousands of people concentrate on fear.
Last but not least, remember to practise
gratitude. Not only does it strengthen
your immune system, it also focuses you
on what works. And there is still a lot to
be thankful for.
Angela Heise is an emotional
productivity and leadership
coach with more than 20
years’ experience. She supports
people to be the best they can
be at work and in life. Find out
more at angelaheise.com
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t is easy to say ‘just think positive’
when your biology is not designed to.
The fact is, your brain is supposed to
alert you to anything that doesn’t work
and which may threaten your survival.
So-called negative emotions play a crucial
role in this process. They let you know
that you need to pay attention to things
that don’t fit familiar patterns and that
could become dangerous. Which is why
your brain loves routine. It’s all about
predictability: Something happens once,
it’s an accident. It happens twice, coincidence. Three times, and the brain starts
to physically wire what has repeatedly
happened as a predictable pattern. And
the more often this repetition occurs, the
stronger the neurological wiring, the safer
the brain perceives things to be, the more
productive you can be in the present moment. On the flip side, this also means
you are generally unaware of positive
things happening because they are filtered by the brain as something unworthy
of attention. And when you consider that
every negative emotion needs three positive ones to offset the effect, you know
that positivity requires work.
So how can you stay calm and confident while the world is seemingly falling apart, lurching from one lockdown
to another, with no expected outcomes?
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